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Evolution of public group folk dances in the modern society
I had a chance to observe public group folk dances in many countries with low level of economic
development: Russia (Celtic dances, in night clubs and open air parties), Armenia (local dances, at
ethnic dance party in one cultural center), Hungary (local dances in one night club), Turkey (local
dances for money at night on embankment), Morocco (local dances, at weekend in city park). It
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would be interesting to research this phenomenon in the context of cultural and economic
development of every country. You should understand that many respondents participating in such
events may be amateur or professional social scientists; so, the results of research may be skewed, if
your approach to the research will be too straightforward.
Dates: 2004 − 2019.
Preferences in daily clothes colors
In some parts of ex-USSR with low level of economic development in different historical periods,
local population preferred black colors in daily clothes. Upon change in the level of economic
development the preferences in clothes color have also changed. What was the source of such
preference: the desire to look similar to gangsters having highest income in the society in these
periods, depressive mood, or traditional culture locking any attempts to express personality in more
bright palette of clothes color?
Dates: 1990’s, 2011. Locations: Russia, Georgia, Armenia.
Role of mass mountain hiking in daily culture in South Korea
South Korea is one of few countries where mountain hiking is considered as mass sports for all ages
and social circles (or at least looks so). Influence of this phenomenon on daily social life may need
deeper research with a purpose to spread results of research to other countries.
Dates: 2014. Locations: South Korea.
Effect of consanguineous marriages on economical and cultural development
Nations of multiple countries (mainly in Islamic world and Indostan) practice consanguineous
marriages either between cousins or between uncles and nieces. The burden of genetic diseases
decreasing physical and intellectual qualities of the offspring may slow down cultural and
economical development significantly. But what is the real effect? Can it be estimated numerically?
Also, consanguineous marriages may decrease social mobility significantly and put obstacles into
financial streams. Effects of these phenomena should be also considered.
Practice of having second European name in East Asian countries
Many East Asians in communication with Westerners use second unofficial name to simplify
communication. Sometimes, it may be name that sounds similar (“Lily” instead of “LiLi”), and
sometimes, it may be completely different name (“Jimmy” instead of “Seichin”). Is this practice
considered offensive for East Asians, or they consider it as reasonable compromise for comfortable
cross-cultural communication?
Dates: 2014, 2018.
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Case studies of real world travellers
There are few people who travelled almost around the whole planet with visiting almost every
noticeable place of Earth. Performing detailed study of these people would be interesting; many of
them have blogs; so, searching them should be the simple task.
Dates: 2012.
Positive associations with muezzins’ calls to prayer in touristic locations
I’m very far from religion; the only way I used it is as “decorative” ethnographic element in my
fiction literary works. However, in the process of touristic trips in partially Islamic regions from
Morocco to Kyrgyzstan and from Tatarstan to Sri Lanka, the positive impressions from travels have
been connected with muezzins’ calls to prayer that have been regularly heard in multiple locations
of these regions. (As you can understand my travel geography is influenced significantly by
visa-free policies for Russian citizens; that’s why there is a noticeable bias towards partially Islamic
regions in my trips.) It would be interesting to understand, how such positive associations are really
widespread in active travellers or in European citizens living close to immigrant areas.
Preferences in travels based on names of geographic locations
In the process of travelling in Albania, I have met Australian citizens much more often than in other
countries. It may be just a coincidence but there is a chance that sometimes people may choose
locations for travels by names. (In this particular case, it may be proximity of Albania and Australia
in the list of countries ordered alphabetically.) If it is true, it may affect touristic businesses in
multiple countries.
Dates: 2017, 2018. Locations: Albania.
Applauding in different cultures
Mass applauding (in environments not related to organized public artistic performance) has been
observed by me rather rarely. Once, unexpectedly, at the end of informal party in Russia; multiple
times on landing of airplanes with many passengers from Russia; once, in subway of Buenos Aires
(Argentina) after musical performance of kid asking for money. I’m not sure, but may be the topic
of mass applauding requires deeper research.
Dates: 2000, 2011.
Data on the current social trends and practices obtained from global travellers
Global travels are possible now even for middle class of the second world countries. Some of these
travellers go much further and deeper than any professional social scientist can do. It is supposed
that collecting a list of ideas for researches (like one that you read now) may be possible from
almost every global traveller. So, special set of interviews (individual and group) may be performed
to collect all these data.
In Russia, some extreme global travellers are well-organized, they participate in regular meet-ups
including lectures that explain particularities of travels in many exotic countries. You may find
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contacts of the most active travellers through chiefs of the community
https://at-debarcader.livejournal.com/ and through this person https://a-krotov.livejournal.com/.
Influence of horoscopes published in popular magazines on mass female behavior
Some females adapt their daily behavior in according to the content of horoscopes published in
popular magazines (for example, they may initiate quarrel if horoscope tells that quarrel is
possible). It would be interesting to understand whether the influence of horoscopes is really mass
and deep or exceptional for some cases only. As you can guess, such influence may be used to
manipulate electorate behavior on national level before important elections.
Dates: 1990’s. Locations: Kazan, Russia.
Attitude to emigration in different cultures
As I remember from unknown sources, in South Korean culture emigrating person is considered as
a person who will distribute Korean cultural values abroad and provide assistance to South Korean
nation from abroad. In contrast to this, in the modern Russian culture, emigrating person is
considered as “betrayer” (or at least it was so 10-20 years ago). Details do not matter, but it gives
the general idea to compare attitudes to emigration in different cultures, including reasons of these
attitudes.
Dates: 2000’s, 2010’s.
Real motivation of altruistic actions
It is supposed that basis for some altruistic actions performed by relatively rich people consists of
building a community of people wishing them financial success. Presence of such community gives
these rich people superstitious assurance in stability of their position on the top of society.
Dates: 2010’s.
Comparative study of countries requiring exit permissions
In informal communication and review of blogs, it was found that there are multiple countries
limiting foreign travels of citizens through requirement of exit visa and/or some age/health/financial
criteria. Two cases that I can remember easily are Uzbekistan and Eritrea. It is supposed, this
phenomenon is much more widespread and requires more attention.
Dates: 2010’s.
Psychiatrists as business owners and managers
A couple of times in my career, I met former psychiatrists working as business owners and
managers in software development companies. It is supposed, these cases are not exceptional; and it
is supposed that these people may be very important informants for serious psychological
researches in different business fields, in case if they agree to collaborate and provide collected
information. Also, it would be reasonable to review an idea to revoke medical license from
psychiatrists entering the business to limit their opportunities for controlling subordinate personnel.
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Dates: 2015, 2019.
Quantification of freedom
Even in cities having population with a size of 1M, in your daily routine personal and economic
activities, you may easily reach ruling circles that include people from regional and national
economic, political, and cultural elites. After that, you may come to the situation, when all your
personal and economic activities are under surveillance of these circles and you need to negotiate
every your step made further. At the same time, it is obvious that there are multiple fields in the
same city where you can freely live in proximity to ruling circles but without attracting any
attention from their side. This observation is based on personal experience. And it is supposed that it
may be quantified rather easily to describe the sense of the term “freedom” in mathematical way:
for example, through number of contacts in your own close circle, number of random contacts, your
income level in percentage to average local, income level of all your contacts, popularity level of
your professional and entertaining activities etc.
Dates: 2000’s. Locations: Kazan, Russia.
Full retelling of movie content in soundtrack as a new form of art
In the trip across Uganda by well-known bus company named Link, it was possible to watch
Chinese martial arts movie in the common bus video display. The full soundtrack of the movie was
retold in Luganda language by single background interpreter, including even scenes of fighting; the
interpreter commented emotionally every bang and jump of fighters. It is supposed that such style
of interpreting movies may be considered as a new form of literary and performance art.
Dates: 2019. Locations: Uganda.
Cross-nation study of social issues on periphery of historical distribution of Southern
Europeoid ethnic groups
It is supposed, that Southern Europeoid ethnic groups living on the periphery of their historical
distribution may have similar social issues caused by interaction with neighbor ethnic groups.
That’s why it would be interesting to perform cross-nation inductive research in four countries listed
further with a purpose to discover some new unexpected particularities of social life:
•

Morocco;

•

Ethiopia;

•

Bangladesh (the only country in this list not visited by me);

•

as the most Northern point of the range, we can take Hungary and explore there social issues
of Roma population.

My assumption of usefulness of this research is based on communication with young adult females
living in these countries, but obviously, the direction of research should not be limited with this
age/gender group.
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Dates: 2011 − 2019.
Cross-nation study of social issues in Morocco and Madagascar
It is supposed that it may be possible to discover some interesting social issues in cross-nation study
in Morocco and Madagascar; both countries have similar historical periods of being under French
rule and similar social organization principles introduced from France. My assumption of
usefulness of this research is based on communication with young adult females living in these
countries, but obviously, the direction of research should not be limited with this age/gender group.
Dates: 2013, 2019. Locations: Morocco, Madagascar.
Using term “sister” to describe close female friend in Uganda
In Uganda the term “sister” is used to describe close friendship between two females. Question:
does it describe some special kind of bond absent in WEIRD societies, or it is completely
equivalent to the term “close friend”?
Dates: 2019. Locations: Kampala, Uganda.
Testing knowledge of address of government: what social issues absence of this knowledge
correlates with?
6-9 of 10 Malagasy people (including taxi drivers) who were asked on the street about address of
the president palace (my hotel was close to that place) in French and English languages could not
provide the direction. Does it correlate with knowledge of foreign languages only, or with some
social issues too?
Dates: 2019. Locations: Antananarivo, Madagascar.
Offspring of “White” sex-tourists in Sub-Saharan Africa
In my trip to Addis Ababa, I had a chance to see on the street a family of beggars where one of kids
(boy of the age of 5-7 years) was of half Northern European, half Ethiopian origin. (He was not
albino, and he was not whitened as result of consanguineous marriage; I have seen all these types;
so, I know the difference.) It is supposed that it’s not an exception. It would be interesting to track
life stories of all such kids in different countries.
Dates: 2019. Locations: Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.
Concepts of “marriage” and “business” used by street prostitutes as a psychological barrier
In random informal communication with street female prostitutes in different countries (you should
understand that single male with good income searching female for marriage just cannot avoid such
communication, he will be “attacked” rather regularly), it has been noticed that these ladies have
some concept of marriage in their heads which may be used by them to justify psychologically their
current lifestyle with placing marriage as final purpose for prostitution (not money). My observation
could be incorrect or incomplete; so, additional research may be needed.
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Another psychological barrier used by these ladies may consist of using the term “business” to
describe prostitution activities. It is especially important in ex-USSR region where the term
“business” still has the same semantic particularities as “elite”, “luxury”, and other similar terms.
Dates: 2018 − 2019. Locations: Turkey, Morocco, Kyrgyzstan, Madagascar.
Preferences in choosing males in street female prostitutes
Just a minor observation based on random communication with street prostitutes. Some of these
ladies may in fact be very selective in choosing male clients with filtering them by nationality,
ethnicity, age etc.
Dates: 2019. Locations: Kyrgyzstan, Turkey.
Possible prerequisites for interethnic conflicts in Uganda
It is supposed that migrants from West Africa and coastal East Africa living in Uganda permanently
may use in interpersonal communication some derogatory stereotypes about native Ugandan
population, considering it as “rednecks” (too provincial, too simple, having village style of
thinking). If it is really true, it may be basis for severe interethnic conflict in the future. Detailed
research and prophylactic social work may be needed.
Dates: 2019. Locations: Uganda.
Ethnic ancestry of Amazigh population having Northern European facial features
It has been noticed that some Amazigh living in Morocco have Northern European facial features
and too light color of skin for living in such hot climate. What is the reason: genetic depigmentation
and other genetic diseases, ancestry in slaves taken in Europe in Middle Ages, or ancestry in
migrants coming to North Africa from Northern Europe upon collapse of Roman Empire?
Dates: 2019. Locations: Morocco.
Volunteer guard near Ismailite mosque in Badakhshan
At the entrance of one Ismailite mosque in Khorugh (Badakhshan, Tajikistan) when local Muslims
came there for prayer, I could see two heavy guys who guarded the entrance but represented
themselves as “volunteers” (probably, because official guarding requires licensing in Tajikistan).
Neither of them nor their head explained why guarding is really required. I just was invited to visit
the mosque at the next morning when it will be empty. It would be interesting to understand their
motivation to implement such security measures, because I have never seen anything similar in
multiple countries.
Dates: 2019. Locations: Khorug, Tajikistan.
Particularities of actively travelling females
One of my primary goals in travels was to find an actively travelling, modern, sportive, smart,
financially independent, matriarchal female for marriage, and this goal has failed completely.
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However, at the same time, upon communication with many females on the road, some questions
have arisen which may be used for rather interesting research clearly explaining my failure (further,
only actively travelling age group 18-35 is reviewed, the definition of “actively travelling” is rather
flexible, but generally, it includes all people who perform any kind of travels outside standard
vacations, and do it regularly, not just once in their lives):
•

what is percentage of actively travelling females in comparison with actively travelling
males?

•

how many of these females are in relationships (both short-term and long-term)?

•

how many of these females practice non-heterosexual relationships regularly?

•

how many of these females are not females biologically? (I forgot the medical term
describing such deviation, but it is common in some professional sportswomen)

•

how many of these females travel for finances provided by other sources than personal
income from work? (for example, financing coming from partner, from relatives, from
employer paying directly for their road expenses, from periodic prostitution performed
during the trip)

•

how many of these females suffer from psychotic spectrum disorders and autistic spectrum
disorders?

•

how many of these females are ideologically child-free?

•

what are quantitative distributions describing sexual practices of these females during the
trip and outside of the trip? (number of partners, age of partners, income of partners,
selectivity of partners)

•

what is typical educational, financial, and professional background of these females?

•

what are typical regions of residence and directions of travels of these females?

•

how many of these females were ever raped (or sexually abused in another way)?

Upon reading all these questions, I guess, you understood whom I usually met on the road and on
travel-related websites, and why my attempts of “travel-marriage” have failed.
Dates: 2004 − 2019.
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